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1. Information flow between IROC and ICBS 

When requests go to a cache, they go through several steps in the process of being filled by ICBS. Once 

they move beyond the first ICBS processing step, you no longer have operational control over the 

requests via IROC. Only one system can be in control of a request at a time and once ICBS has begun the 

process, IROC relinquishes that control. There is a period of time right after you place a request to a 

cache where if you need to make edits, IROC can still access those requests and retrieve them.  Best 

practice is to call the cache and tell them you want to do this, so that they don’t move further 

processing the order in ICBS and the requests don’t move to a point where IROC no longer has access to 

them. If you retrieve requests, you can edit them and replace them with the cache – the S number 

remains the same, but they’ll be in a different issue.  

Once the cache starts actually processing requests with ICBS, you cannot retrieve them, cancel them, or 

do anything else to them using IROC.  Don’t try - you will only end up frustrated.  Instead, if you need to 

cancel an order at this point, call the cache – they can work with those requests in ICBS and either 

cancel them or UTF them as long as they haven’t completed processing the order.  If the cache has to 

either UTF or cancel your requests in this manner, you’ll be back at square one and will need to generate 

completely new S numbers; you cannot reuse the old ones. 

ICBS will not provide fill information back to IROC until the very last processing step has completed and 

the shipment has been confirmed.  This is the equivalent of not showing fill information for an individual 

until their travel is booked.  Again, this isn’t the same as in other functional areas but it is essential for 

the two systems to share the filling process.  Some shipping arrangements take longer than others.  

Caches don’t schedule charter flights – that’s a dispatch function, but other than in AK it is rarely utilized 

anymore.  Generally, if anything ships via air, it is as cargo on a scheduled commercial flight.  Some items 

ship via FedEx or UPS but usually ground transport is arranged by the caches using local drivers.  Once 

the arrangements have been made and the shipment is confirmed in ICBS, all the relevant fill 

information for the request will then appear in IROC. 

2. Batching Requests 

THE MAJOR CAUSE OF REQUESTS SPLITTING OFF INTO SEPARATE ISSUES:  Generally people are trying to 

get a batch to all stick together and show up in a single issue, so understanding what will make them 

split off into separate groups is important.  Usually dispatch successfully places the requests all at once, 

so they think they went through as a single issue… but a rogue number peels off into a separate 

issue.  The cause of this problem is different values in 3 key fields.  They are “Shipping Contact Name”, 

“Shipping Contact Phone” and “Shipping Method”; they have to have the exact same information for all 

the requests or else even though you place them together, any that were modified will drop off as a 

separate issue. Below is an example of the relevant fields on the ICBS side for an AK order.  The fields 

are near the bottom of the header part of the snips from ICBS.  One batch has C. Bonds in the shipping 

phone, one doesn’t.   
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The one with most of the requests in the group  

 

AND the one that peeled off on its own… 

 

If you WANT stuff to go to different places then of course, enter the differing information…  just realize 

it means the requests will show up at the cache in separate issues and be processed as separate orders. 



3. Default charge codes 

Default charge code needs to be indicated when orders get placed to caches.  Caches care about default 

charge codes because they have to enter the charge code physically in little boxes in ICBS - ICBS isn’t 

smart enough to translate whatever fiscal information comes from IROC into anything useful - for that 

you need a human.  That process is showing in the upper part of this screen capture.   

 

 
 
This order has had the USFS charge code entered - that’s because it’s for Rocky Mountain Cache, and 
they are an USFS cache, so RMK entered the USFS code.  There’s also a BLM code that has been entered 
- someone has ordered radios on this order, and the request went through the regular channels to NICC, 
down to NIRSC (aka GBK).  GBK is a BLM cache, so they manually enter the BLM code, based on 
whatever is showing as “true” on that IROC financial code line at the bottom of the snip.  
 
4. Placing requests in a group, needed date/time 
 
If you are generating a bunch of requests and you have needed date/time differences… sort your 
requests into groups by that needed date/time before you create them in IROC.  Here’s why.  ICBS 
doesn’t work with individual needed date/times for requests – it uses a single needed date/time for the 
entire group of requests that come together in the order (which the cache refers to as an “issue”).  So if 
you’ve got 17 things with one date/time and 3 with a later date/time and you place all 20 in a batch – 
those last 3 requests will ship out with the earlier items.  Generally, that isn’t a problem, unless you have 
a need for certain items to be in place and set up before the next ones show up.  And if this is the case, 
don’t batch them up with the earlier requests when you place them.  This is how it worked in ROSS as 
well, it just was likely not explained very well anywhere. 
 
5. Numbers and ICBS 
 
ICBS doesn’t like punctuation in numbers – (commas, dollar signs) so don’t use anything except a 
decimal when it’s appropriate in any number field.  Requests won’t process from IROC to ICBS when 
there is punctuation in quantity numbers, for example. 
 

6. Special Needs 

Special needs is a field used a lot in IROC; however it isn’t easily accessible within ICBS, and due to the 

sheer volume of orders they receive, caches rarely see information located in this area.  If you’ve tucked 

something into special needs that they do need to know – communicate that information to them via a 

phone call or something when you place the order so they know to look for it with that specific request.  



Do not put information in special needs that should go in one of the regular fields (examples: quantity, 

shipment address information, etc.)  ICBS needs that data in the correct location to process the request, 

and cache personnel can’t free type it into ICBS once they’re located it in special needs.  You have to get 

the right kind of data into the right field on the IROC end in order for your requests to correctly process 

in ICBS. 


